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Transport Science, KTH, Stockholm. ISBN 978-91-87353-90-1 

Abstract 
 
This thesis consists of five scientific articles oriented towards capacity. Managing capacity constraints 

with associated delays is a big issue at new design as well as at trimming existing traffic facilities. In larger 
Swedish cities these challenges have become more and more important as a result of growing traffic 
demand due to rapid population increase. 

Models for estimating capacity and delay are available, but not many are calibrated for Swedish 
conditions due to the high effort required. This thesis documents development and calibration of new 
models for motorway links, entry and exit lanes and weaving areas and an developed space-time model 
with the ability to calculate queue length, delay, etc.  

The first article is focused on identifying weaknesses in the former Swedish capacity method for 
motorways, and development of new models overcoming these shortcomings. The development includes 
new models for jam density at queue, capacity in weaving areas and fundamental flow-density relationships 
for 15 different highway types for inclusion in the new Swedish capacity manual. 

The second article describes the development of a Swedish motorway space-time model to estimate 
travel times and queues in oversaturated conditions based on the American FREEVAL model in Highway 
Capacity Manual 2010 (HCM 2010). Calibration and validation of the model has been performed with data 
from the Motorway Control System (MCS) in Stockholm. A good correspondence was obtained for most 
cases, but further calibration and validation efforts are required for entry and exit lanes. 

The third article describes further development of the intersection model in the Swedish microscopic 
model “Rural Traffic Simulator (RuTSim). This is a continuation of the work documented in the author’s 
licentiate thesis published in 2002. The development focused on simulation of intersections using a new 
concept on lane use not included in the old RuTSim model. The model describes Swedish rural 
intersections with flared approaches providing a non-discreet lane use due to vehicle types in queue. New 
data for calibration and validation data was also generated. The validation results showed good 
correspondence between simulated and empirical delay results. The new intersection model is now 
implemented in RuTSim, providing new tools for estimation of capacity, delay and queue length already 
included in Swedish guidelines and capacity manuals/software (Capcal).  

The fourth article describes the development of a new capacity model for roadwork zones. Focus is on 
the resulting capacity of one lane due to several reduction factors. These factors include impacts of closed 
road shoulders, reduction of number of lanes, diversion of traffic to the opposite carriageway, commuting 
traffic, length of work zone, lane width and type of road work. The first two correction factors were 
successfully validated in a full-scale test on the E6 motorway in Gothenburg.  

The fifth article describes development and implementation of a new harmonization algorithm for MCS 
systems on motorways designed to increase bottleneck capacity and throughput. Two different models were 
developed, one of which was implemented in the existing MCS system on E4 Södertäljevägen south of 
Stockholm. Full-scale trials were carried out with a model based on trigger levels in terms of flow. The 
second model based on the difference in the variance of speed during two following time periods was tested 
offline also with very good results. 

 
 
 

Keywords: Rural highway, Intersection, Capacity, Critical gap, Flare, Micro simulation, Motorway, Ramp, 
Weaving, Merging, Queue, Delay, Over-saturated, Time-space, Roadwork zone, variable speed limit, 
harmonization 
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Sammanfattning 
 
Avhandlingen består av fem vetenskapliga artiklar inom området kapacitet. Att hantera 

kapacitetsbegränsningar med följande förseningar är en mycket viktig fråga både vid ny utformning och vid 
ombyggnad av befintliga trafikanläggningar. I storstadsområdena har utmaningarna blivit större och större 
genom åren med en hög befolkningsökning. 

Det finns ett flertal modeller för beräkning av kapacitet och fördröjning, men få är kalibrerade för 
svenska förhållanden. Arbetet med att kalibrera en modell är stort både vad gäller tid och kostnader, vilket 
innebär att det sällan blir gjort. I denna avhandling har det tagits fram nya modeller för motorvägslänkar, 
påfartsramper, avfartsramper och växlingssträckor. Även en ny “space-timer” modell för svenska 
förhållanden har tagits fram, den kan estimera kölängd, fördröjning, etc. Modellen har också kalibrerats och 
validerats. Utöver detta har en mikrosimuleringsmodellen RuTSim för korsningar på svenska 
landsbygdsvägar utvecklats, kalibreras och valideras. 

Den första artikeln fokuserar på att identifiera brister i den dåvarande svenska kapacitetshandboken, TV 
131, för motorvägar. Utöver det utvecklades nya modeller. Utvecklingen består av nya modeller för 
mättnadsdensitet vid kö, kapacitet för växlingssträckor och fundamentaldiagram för 15 olika 
motorvägstyper i Sverige. De nya modellerna har blivit grunden för en ny kapacitetshandbok för 
motorvägar i Sverige. 

Den andra artikeln beskriver utvecklingen av en svenskt ”space-time” modell baserad på den 
amerikanska FREEVAL-modellen i HCM 2010. Kalibrering och validering av modellen har gjorts med 
data från MCS-systemet i Stockholm. En god överensstämmelse erhålls för de flesta fall, men ytterligare 
kalibrering och validering krävs för påfartsramper och avfartsramper. 

Den tredje artikeln beskriver utvecklingen av en korsningsmikrosimuleringsmodell för RuTSim. Detta 
arbete är en fortsättning på den licentiatavhandling som presenterades under 2002. Sedan 
licentiatavhandling avslutades 2002 har RuTSim förändrats drastiskt, den hade ingen implementerad 
korsning modell, och detta krävde därför ett helt nytt koncept för den utvecklade korsningsmodellen. 
Modellen för beskrivning av vägen hade ändrats till OpenDrive och i andra delar av modellen hade också 
grundläggande förändringar gjorts. Modellen beskriver svensk landsbygdskorsning med "flare", det vill 
säga en korsning kurva som beskriver en semitrailer bakre inre hjul, detta ger därmed en icke-diskret 
körfältskonfiguration. Kalibreringsdata från arbetet med licentiatavhandlingen var fortfarande bra men ny 
data för validering genererades. Valideringen av modellen visade god överensstämmelse mellan simulerat 
resultat för fördröjningen och uppmätta resultat. Den nya korsningsmodellen är nu implementerad i 
RuTSim, vilket ger nya möjligheter att beräkna kapacitet, fördröjning och kölängd för 
landsbygdskorsningar. Dessa kan bli in-parametrar till Capcal (den svenska modellen för 
korsningskapacitet) och den Svenska metodbeskrivningen för kapacitet. 

Den fjärde artikeln beskriver utvecklingen av en ny modell för kapacitet vid vägarbetsområden. 
Litteraturinventeringen identifierar några ambitiösa modeller baserade på både simulerade och empiriska 
data. En ny modell har utvecklats för beräkning av den reducerade kapaciteten vid vägarbetsområden som 
ett resultat av ett flertal reduktionsfaktorer. Dessa faktorer är korrigeringsparametrarna, stängd vägren, 
reducerat antal körfält, överledning, andel pendlingstrafik, längd på vägarbetsområdet, körfältsbredd och 
typ av vägarbete. De två första korrigeringsparametrar validerades i ett fullskaletest på E6 i Göteborg, 
resultatet gav en mycket god överensstämmelse mellan modellen och de empiriska värdena. 

Den femte artikeln beskriver en metod för utveckling och implementering av en ny 
harmoniseringsalgoritm för MCS-system på motorvägar. Modellen syftar till att öka kapaciteten och 
genomströmning vid flaskhalsar. Två olika modeller har utvecklades. En blev implementerad i det 
befintliga MCS-systemet på E4 Södertälje, där fullskaleförsök kunde ske. Denna modell bygger på 
tröskelvärden när det gäller flöde. En andra utvecklade modell bygger på skillnaden i hastighetsvarians 
mellan två på varandra följande tidsperioder. Den senare modellen testades bara off-line men gav också 
mycket goda resultat. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Background 
 
Capacity is defined as the maximum number of vehicles that can pass a given point during a specific 

period under prevailing roadway, traffic, and control conditions, HCM 2010 (Transport Research Board 
2010). This assumes that there is no influence from downstream traffic operation, such as queues backing 
into the analysis point (Transport Research Board 2010). The definition according to the Swedish Capacity 
manual is, “the largest stationary flow that can pass through a facility under given, saturated conditions” 
(Trafikverket 2014). The capacity frequency function and hence its variance and mean value are affected by 
numerous factors such as trip purposes, incidents, external conditions, etc. 

In a traffic facility for interrupted flow, e.g. an intersection, it is relatively easy to measure the capacity 
provided that it is saturated (i.e. during periods of queue in the approaches). At uninterrupted flow, e.g. a 
road without intersections with through road traffic priority, it is rare that the flow reaches levels close to 
full capacity unless the adjacent road segments have higher capacities than the studied segment. In order to 
measure the capacity both entry and exit of the studied section need to have higher capacities, and that 
queue upstream prevails during the measurement period (called saturated conditions). Hence capacity can 
only be measured in traffic system bottlenecks like bridges, tunnels and other routes with smaller cross-
sections than the road in general. If capacity is known it can be used for calculating the degree of saturation 
(flow/capacity) and reserve capacity which also is of great importance for long term,  economic estimates 
of traffic impacts. 

 
Section 1.2 below lists needs for new or enhanced knowledge regarding theoretical models, empirical 

validation and computational aids that have been identified as described in the papers included in this 
thesis. 

 

1.2 Objectives and scope 
 
This thesis comprises the following research areas: 

a) Traffic performance of rural intersections 
b) Traffic performance modelling for motorways and interchanges 
c) Capacity at motorway roadwork zones 
d) Impacts of variable motorway speed limits (harmonized speeds on motorways 

with motorway control systems) 
 

a) Traffic performance of rural intersections 
An intersection in micro simulation models usually is described as an additional lane with specific 
length and width. This type of modelling is intended to describe urban intersections, but for rural 
intersections this way of modelling does not describe the reality. There is a need for development 
of a microscopic model that takes into account flared intersections. 
 
Objectives:  Development and validation of a microscopic simulation model for rural 
intersections with flared approaches. 
 
Scope and limitations: Rural three-way at-grade intersections 
  

 
b) Traffic performance modelling for motorways and interchanges 

 
To be able to estimate queue, speed and delay a fundamental flow-density relationship is necessary. The 

relationships have to reflect the different motorway environments, the 15 most common in Sweden. To be 
able to develop the relationships, density at capacity, jam density and empirical data from over-saturated 
conditions are needed. Methods for estimation of the relationship, jam density and validation of the model 
also have to be developed. Generally capacity models for weaving segments only use weaving flow or 
weaving ratio. The existing capacity model for weaving segments in Sweden was developed within the 
project Traffic Performance on Major Arterials during the late 90th (Carlsson et. al. 2000a). This model uses 
total weaving flow, flows from entry and exit lanes. When new empirical data was used to validate the 
model it good fit were only obtained if entry and exit lane flows were of the same magnitude. The 
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development of a new weaving model should therefore have entry and exit lane flows as input parameters 
instead of total weaving flow. 

 
Objectives:   
• Empirically based development of flow-speed-density relationships for different Swedish types of 

motorway links and interchanges 
• Modelling of traffic performance at congested conditions 
• Model validation based on AID-system data and variable lane speed signaling 
• Development of computational engines based on U.S. software (FREEVAL)   

 
Scope and limitations:  
Based on and validated for urban motorway systems in Stockholm and Gothenburg 

  
 

c) Capacity at roadwork zone on motorways 
The present Swedish capacity manual does not include a capacity model for roadwork zone. The 

development of a Swedish model for capacity reduction at roadworks should consider motorways 
environments since the influence of delay and queues are of large importance. There are existing models 
e.g. from the Netherlands, Germany, Denmark, UK and US, but they are in general not very well validated 
with empirical data but rather simulated data. Some of the models are not complete with all types of 
restrictions a roadwork can bring. Methods for validation of the model also need to be developed. 

 
Objectives:  Development and validation of a capacity model for roadwork zones.  
 

     Scope and limitations: Based on and validated for typical Swedish roadwork zones  
 

 
d) Impacts of variable motorway speed limits (harmonized speeds on motorways with 

motorway control systems) 
 
To be able to increase capacity in the motorway network a hypothesis is that harmonization of 
speed by use of variable speed limit is a possible solution.  Several studies, often done by a micro 
simulation study, have showed that this is the case. Since the Swedish MCS-system does not 
include new algorithms and functions, a new standalone harmonization algorithm need to be 
developed for the National Traffic management System (NTS). There is also an interest in the 
choice of trigger parameter should it be speed variance or flow? 
 

Objectives:  

• Development and evaluation of  speed harmonization algorithms for motorway segments with 
variable speed signaling systems  

• Evaluation of system performance regarding maintaining high and stable throughput to avoid or 
delay traffic breakdowns 

Scope and limitations:  
The study is based on trials at a six-lane motorway segment in Stockholm with mandatory variable 

speed signals  
 

The following two chapters describe more in detail intersection models and effect of flared intersections 
and macroscopic models for motorways. Chapter 2 describes intersection capacity and the effect of flared 
intersection approaches is described. An empirical study of critical gap is also presented in this chapter.  
Chapter 3 deals with motorway capacity but also calibration and validation of a cell transmission model for 
motorways including development of fundamental flow-density relationships and jam density for Swedish 
conditions.  
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2. Rural intersections 
 
Models for estimation of traffic performance for intersections, i.e. capacity, delay, average running 

speed, travel time, exist in many different shapes and levels: macroscopic, mesoscopic and microscopic. 
Each level has pro and cons and should be used for analysis of the type of task for which it has been 
designed, calibrated and validated. The design of intersections in rural and urban conditions is normally 
different. This also means that capacity, queue build-up and queue discharge differs.  

The first Swedish capacity model for stop- and yield regulated intersections was developed during the 
mid-70th (Hansson 1975) and revised in 2001 (Hagring 2001). The original model was developed for the 
old traffic code that only the first vehicle had to stop at a stop regulated intersection, the following 
vehicle/vehicles only had to yield. The follow up time was set to 0.6 times the critical gap for each turning 
movement. This was changed in 1975 requiring all vehicles to stop, which should mean that the follow-up 
time increased. The model covers different cases regarding the number of incoming major flow directions 
and arrival distributions, platoon distribution in one lane and negative exponential if several lanes. 

 

2.1 Microsimulation of intersection with short lane  
 
The concept of simulation includes a variety of descriptions of reality. The main reason for creating and 

conducting controlled experiments in a simulation model is that it is very difficult and costly to conduct 
experiments in the real system. Nearly all models describe limited, cut sub-systems, i.e. the models do not 
describe the full reality. The components depicted in the model should be seen as a system. This system 
consists of a number of components, elements, and objects which are affected by environmental factors and 
each other but do not affect the surroundings, see Figure 2.1. 

 

Defined
system BehaviorEnvironment

Definition

ModelInput Output

Experiment

Conclusion

 
 

Figure 2.1. Description of the boundary between the model of a system and the system itself (Andreasson 
1973). 

 
Existing commercial micro simulation models are not enough adapted to the geometry of the Swedish 

rural intersections since they are normally based on discrete choice between different lanes and number of 
vehicles queued in each lane with a certain length, see Figure 2.2. 
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Figure 2.2. Lane use for right and left turning vehicles at the secondary road depends on the approach 

design. In the left case, the intersection has a right turn lane that is long enough for several 
vehicles, all vehicles entering the right lane due to its length will accept this. In the second 
case, the intersection has a right turn lane that is too short to allow any vehicle to be able to 
enter when two left turns is queuing in  front. 

 
Normally Swedish rural intersection on secondary roads have one flared approach with different arc and 

clothoid segments to cope with large right turning vehicles, see Figure 2.3. 
 

Type Intersection design Intersection geometry 
A  

 

 

 
 

Figure 2.3. Standard Swedish rural intersection minor road approach. 
 
 
The flare allows the driver to pass or not pass a vehicle in front, due to vehicle size and queue position, 

see Figure 2.4.  
 

  
 

Figure 2.4. Lane use for the right and left turning vehicles at the minor road approach depend on the 
driver behavior. In the left case driver number 3 has not accepted the space and thus not 
passed the vehicle in front, which also prevents vehicle number 4. In the right case, the driver 
number 3 has accepted the space, thereby vehicle number 3 does not prevent the vehicle 
number 4. 
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The difference between a traditional intersection micro simulation model and a model designed for 
flared intersections is evident by comparing Figure 2.2 and Figure 2.4. Figure 2.2 shows how traditional 
intersection models describe number of lanes and their length, e.g. Vissim (PTV 2008). Figure 2.4 
describes how a model for flared intersections is modelled requiring description of number of lanes as well 
as their length. 

In general the following eight individual sub-models are needed in an intersection micro simulation 
model: 

• Geometric link model  
• Geometric intersection model 
• Model for arrivals 

- for the two directions of the primary road 
- for the secondary road 

• Vehicle model 
• Driver model 
• Car-following model 
• Gap-acceptance model 
• Model for turning movements 
 

2.2 Development of micro simulation model for flared intersections 
 
The basic principle in the simulation model is to determine the tracks which individual vehicles may use 

driving through the intersection. However, because of the flare, there is a certain pitch point where the 
driver must accept or decline to utilize the flare to queue up beside another queuing vehicle in the minor 
road approach depending on the given width. This provides an example of a non-discrete lane partition or 
lane use. 

The geometric link model in Rural Traffic Simulator (RuTSim) (Tapani 2008) uses the OpenDrive 
(Dupuis et. al. 2010) model, which is also used in the VTI Driving simulator. This means that the road 
model can be transferred between the different models. Another advantage is that the model incorporates 
Fresnel integral (spirals) which are used as elements in the Swedish road geometric library and makes it 
possible to import road geometry from AutoCAD/Point drawings. Tracks are represented by a chord line 
that consists of line, arcs, spirals and polynomial (3rd order). The chord line itself represents the centre of 
the road (Strömgren et. al. 2013). 

The geometric description of the intersection includes paths and roads within an intersection. For each 
connection leading from one standard road to another, a path is defined, see Figure 2.5. Paths may link only 
single lanes or a set of lanes at once. Paths must only contain lanes of one side (left or right). However, 
within the database, paths having only left lanes and paths having only right lanes may both exists. The 
geometric and logic description of paths complies with the rules defined for standard roads (i.e. they 
contain lanes, elevation entries etc.). 
  

 
 

Figure 2.5. In a 3-way intersection there will be 6 different paths within the intersection area. 
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To determine how large space different "turns" takes the intersection curve is described by eight 
different width dimensions, s1-s4 and t1-t4, see Figure 2.6.  

 

 

Figure 2.6. Structure of the coordinate system and the parameters describing the channel width and the 
intersection curve of intersection. 

 
 
Through these eight dimensions and the general cross-section at major and minor road, an approximated 

intersection curve and vehicle trajectory is calculated.  Depending on the geometry and the interaction 
between traffic elements "short lanes" with different length may occur. This method gives a simple 
description of the intersections non discrete lane-splitting, see Paper III. 

After the first step with the 10 parameters an approximation of the intersection curve is done to one arc-
segment and two clothoids. The next step is the calculation of the x-coordinate and the y-coordinate for the 
centre of the arc. The step after this is the calculation of the maximum speed for the turning movement, 
which is done by iteration for each vehicle type. The last step is to calculate a large arc segment to replace 
the clothoids. Since the clothoids do not necessary reach the geometry at the connected roads an extra 
straight road segments have to be added before clothoid 1 and after clothoid 2. The detailed description of 
the methodology for creating the intersection geometry could be found in “Implementation of an 
Intersection Model in RuTSim” (Strömgren et. al. 2013). 

The different flows in a T-intersection could be defined as higher order movements or lower order 
movements due to legal traffic priority rules, see Figure 2.7 and Table 2.1. 
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Figure 2.7. Index for intersection movements in T-intersections. 
 
 
Table 2.1. Priority for different intersection movements in T-intersection. 

 
Intersection movements Index Priority 

Straight forward AF 

BF 

1 
1 

Right turn from major road BR 1 
Left turn from major road AL 2 
Right turn from minor road CR 2 
Left turn from minor road CL 3 

 
The arrivals at the major and minor road are exponentially distributed during the calibration and 

validation of the model. Vehicle model, driver model and car-following model are not described in the 
thesis since the standard RuTSim model was used (Tapani 2008). 

The arrival at the intersection area and the logical choices which are made are defined with a gap-
acceptance model and a model for turning movements. Three different sub-models handle the priority 
movements, one for prioritized vehicles on for the major road, one for straight forward on major road, and 
one for minor road vehicles. Vehicles traveling on a minor road are preparing to stop under a deceleration 
that gives the vehicle a point where deceleration begins. Here the search for gaps in the primary road flow 
begins and the adaptation of speed through the intersection takes place. 

The speed through the intersection is determined by assigning a desired intersection speed to each 
approaching vehicle from a distribution. Depending on the radius/radii for the track the maximum possible 
speed which cannot be exceeded by the driver is calculated. This means that the driver receives an 
individual speed through the intersection. 

The validation of the model has been carried out based on unused calibration data from the author’s 
licentiate thesis (Strömgren 2002). The data were used to determine the delay time and time in queue. The 
empirical data and simulated data correlates well according to the confidence interval analysis, see Paper I. 
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3. Motorways 
 
The work with development of a new Swedish capacity manual for motorways started with a review of 

existing models from the early 70th and on the late 90th project Traffic Performance on Major Arterials 
(TPMA). In TPMA new models for basic freeway segment, merging and weaving segment were developed. 
Parts of this work constituted grounds for the capacity estimation in the “The effects of roadworks: New 
construction and improvements” (Vägverket 2009). 

When comparing with parameters that could have influence on the capacity in other capacity manuals 
the following weaknesses emerged. Gradient on basic freeway segment is the major parameter that 
influence the capacity in the German capacity manual HBS. This parameter is not present in the earlier 
Swedish model. The TPMA project found no relationship between lane width and capacity. The sensitivity 
for lane width is low in the HCM 2010, and with the span of lane width in Sweden it will probably be very 
difficult to find a relationship to capacity even with new and extended empirical data. The same result came 
out of the study of distance to side objects, but is probably easier to estimate due to larger variation. 
However, due to the short motorway segment with constant cross section and intermittent use of guardrails 
it will probably be very difficult. 

In large cities motorway systems often have short links between often quite complex interchanges. The 
links and interchanges are often affecting each other at higher traffic flows. Analysis of highway systems 
where the individual basic road segments and interchanges interact at high traffic flows is therefore a 
complicated process. Component parts are road segments, entry and exit lanes and weaving segments. 

Macroscopic flow simulation models are often based on Cell Transmission Model (CTM) algorithms. 
CTM is a numerical method developed by Carlos Daganzo (Daganzo 1994) with the purpose to solve the 
kinematic wave equation. CTM estimates macroscopic traffic behavior for a given corridor by iterative 
calculation of the flow and density at finite numbers of intermediate points at different time steps. Models 
built upon this technique are dividing the corridor into segments. It is of great importance that the segments 
are homogeneous. The traffic behavior is evaluated in every time step. The flow across the cells (segments) 
is determined based on the fundamental diagram, see Figure 3.1. The density of the cells is updated based 
on the state of inflows to and outflows from the cell. CTM is implemented in NETCELL (Cayford et. al. 
1997). 

Other models with cell-transmission based algorithms, i.e. FREEVAL (Schroeder et. al. 2010), include 
estimates of travel speeds, capacities, travel times, degree of saturation, queue lengths etc. The models are 
intended to evaluate different alternatives with new construction and/or improved design for existing roads. 
METANET (Messmer et. al. 1990) is designed for studies of motorway networks with weaving, entry and 
exit lanes. This model can also model control actions like ramp metering, route guidance and variable speed 
limits. 

The freeway facility analytical methodology in HCM 2010 (Transport Research Board 2010) describes 
over saturated regime curves to estimate queue length etc. 

The HCM 2010 shock wave speed is estimated by the slope of the dotted line from the bottleneck 
throughput to the point where it reaches the capacity at a density equivalent to 45 (pc/mi/ln), see Figure 3.1. 

 

 
 
Figure 3.1. Oversaturation regime curve (Transport Research Board 2010). 
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The linear relationship between flow and density in HCM 2010 is used to calculate the shock wave 
speed for the queue. 

The wave speed in turn is used to calculate the time it takes for the queue end position to reach the 
upstream end of the segment. 

An important factor is the jam density, which is a calibration factor in mesoscopic simulation models. 
Jam density is used to determine the maximum number of vehicles at the same time on a specific segment. 

The fundamental diagram is used for estimation of speed, density, queue building and queue discharge.  
 

3.1 Jam density and fundamental diagram 
 
Empirical data have been collected within the major cities, Stockholm, Göteborg and Malmö during the 

last decade, however not much of this has been saved to the posterity. Today the traffic data collection 
system STRESS (Vägverket 2006) can handle traffic data (speed and flow) per lane for one minute time 
intervals. 

A general problem is the level of quality of the collected data, detectors of different kinds have different 
weaknesses. The present system has a majority of radar detectors, which can register speeds down to 
approximately 3 kph. At these low speeds the detector has limited ability to count all vehicles, since the 
density is high and the detector has a limited angle. This implies that two close vehicles could be registered 
as one. 

To describe a shockwave within a traffic system a regime curve for over-saturated conditions can be 
used. The three important parameters in the regime curve are the capacity level, density at capacity and jam 
density.  

Existing flow-density relationships are used up to capacity (Olstam et. al. 2013) and new relationships 
are developed for the oversaturated area, also the jam density has been developed, see Figure 3.2. Paper II 
and paper III includes a detailed description of the development. 

 

 
 

Figure 3.2. Example of fundamental diagram and its components, (qc=Capacity (pc/h), kQc=Density at 
capacity (pc/km/ln), WS=Shock wave speed (m/s) and kj=Jam density (pc/km/ln)) for 
estimation of queue building and queue discharge (Strömgren 2014). 

 
 
The non-linear relationship between flow and density is used to calculate the shock wave speed for the 

queue. 
The shock wave speed in turn is used to calculate the time it takes for the queue front position to reach 

the upstream end of the segment. 
An important factor is jam density, which is a calibration factor in mesoscopic simulation models. Jam 

density is used to determine the maximum number of vehicles at the same time at a specific segment. 
Methodology for time & space analysis, see Paper III. 
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3.2 Capacity estimation 
 
Capacity estimation starts with the basic capacity value and is reduced by different parameters as lane 

width, flow on weaving sections etc. The Swedish basic capacity values are based on the Swedish Road 
Administration traffic count system called TMS and additional model calculations. The latest updated 
values are derived from surveys between 2009 and 2011 and analysed in 2013 (Olstam et. al. 2013). The 
following factors for reduction of the basic capacity on straight segments have been determined:  shares of 
trucks without trailer and buses, share of trucks with trailer, gradient, sight class and interchange density 
(number/km). The observed empirical data showed no difference in free flow speed on the basis of different 
road width between 9-12 m In general the Swedish motorway network has low proportions of heavy 
vehicles compared to central Europe, which in itself gives different results for basic capacity. Therefor a 
discussion is ongoing to change the capacity definition in The Swedish capacity manual from a resultant 
value with 6 % heavy vehicles to a private car unit (pcu) based value. In this thesis pcu has been used. 

The effect of on-ramp flow on the motorway is estimated by using Equation 1 (Carlsson et. al. 2000b) 
and shown in Figure 3.3. 

 
 (1) 

                             
Where: 

 = Capacity for the through lanes after the on-ramp (pcu/h) 
qc = 4150 (pcu/h) at 2 trough lanes and 5600 (pcu/h) at 3 trough lanes 

 = 0.25 if interchange density > 0.33 (interchanges/km) 
       0.20 if interchange density 0.2-0.33 (interchanges/km) 

= On-ramp flow (pcu/h) 
 

 
 

Figure 3.3. Capacity for through lane with on-ramps segment dependant on number of lanes and on-
ramp flow. 

 
 
Geometric design, traffic signing and traffic priority rules for motorway entry lanes differ between 

European countries. Sweden use parallel entry lanes without merge signs and with a priority rule requiring 
both major road and entry lane drivers to adapt in a zipping way with “some priority for the major road 
driver. 

The Danish Road Administration participated in a European study that compared merging behavior in 
Spain, Germany, The Netherlands and Denmark (Rysgaard et. al. 1995). Germany, Spain and The 
Netherlands have give way when entering the motorway and Denmark has a special merging regulation. 
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The result was that the entering speed was higher on the Danish and on the Netherland on-ramps when 
entering the motorway, which also gave the highest capacity. The reason for this was that the length of the 
on-ramp that was longer in Denmark and The Netherlands. When the on-ramp was designed with parallel 
acceleration lane the optimum length was between 200 and 250 m, to give as much opportunity for 
acceleration as needed but also to prevent reversal merging from the back of the queue on the ramp. 

Liu (2011) has studied the current practice in UK based on 15-minutes flow, but gives no advice how the 
result should be adjusted. The model gives no distinction between the mainline traffic and the ramp traffic. 

For exit lanes the capacity was checked to ensure that it was adequate for the exit lane flow. Generally 
the capacity for the exit lanes was set to 1600 (pcu/h). However, the intersection at the end of the ramp was 
often the bottleneck for which a calculation of the capacity should be performed. If the distance between 
the on-ramp and off-ramp is less than 500 m, a calculation for weaving segment should also be made. 

In the weaving section there are several driver behaviors which are difficult to measure and model 
(Vermijs 1998), see Figure 3.4. Each driver makes a route choice, adjusts gap and speed, makes the lane 
change and adjusts the lead headway. Depending on conditions like flow, speed, density, geometry etc. the 
outcomes differ a lot depending on time of day type of interchange, weather etc. 

 

1. Route choice

2. Gap search

3. Adjust speed
4. Desired lane-change

5. Adjust the lead hedway

 
 

Figure 3.4. Driver decision within a weaving section (Vermijs 1998). 
 
 
Macro models for weaving areas usually have several limitations due the fact that there are no natural 

relationships to be described. Since the 1950’s a lot of different models have been suggested to describe 
level of service for weaving areas, however, this often have resulted in speed for lane-changing flow, speed 
for non lane-changing flow or weaving capacity as output.  

Furthermore the model construction renders difficulties to bring in field data. It is desirable to know the 
travel speed for each vehicle and to separate the lane-changing flows from other flows, but it usually 
requires time consuming video review. Finally, weaving areas are rare and extremely complex objects, 
which make it difficult to do necessary generalizations for the macro-models. 

Parameters used are weaving flow, non-weaving flow, weave type, gradient, lane width, weaving length 
and number of lane-changes. 

The weaving model for capacity estimation presented in HCM 2010 consists of 5 steps (Transport 
Research Board 2010). The first step specifies geometry, flows and free-flow speed. The second step 
adjusts the demand flow relative to PHF. The third step determines the configuration characteristics as lane-
changing. The fourth step estimates the maximum length for weaving operations. If the weaving length is 
long there are a possibility that merge and diverge areas is calculated separately. In the fifth step the 
capacity and the volume/capacity ratio is estimated. Three more steps give the level of service (LOS). 

The TPMA project (Carlsson et. al. 2000c) studied weaving traffic for six datasets measured at three 
different interchange comprising nearly all weaving areas in Sweden with high traffic flows.   

For weaving situations a capacity model was developed on the basis of measured data for six occasions 
when the capacity had been reached. 

 
 (2) 

 
Where: 

= Capacity in the weaving segment (v/h) 
= Total weaving flow in the weaving area (v/h) 

 = Length of weaving segment 
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The model has the weakness that the weaving segments that were used for the survey had approximately 
the same flow in off-ramp and on-ramp. Therefore it was not possible to use separate flows for on-ramp 
and off-ramp in the regression. Large flows at the off-ramp and low flow at the on-ramp gave the same 
result as the opposite situation even though the capacity will be lower in the latter case. 

Therefore a new model was developed that should give the same result as equation 2 for the case of even 
flow between on-ramp and off-ramp. The new model should also give the same result as the capacity model 
for on-ramps if there was no off-ramp flow, see equation 1. 
 

  (3) 

 
where: 

= On-ramp flow (pc/h) 
= Off-ramp flow (pc/h) 

 = Length of the weaving segment (m) (Maximum value 1250 m, when capacity is the same as for a basic 
segment) 

 

3.3 Calibration and validation of a performance calculation model 
 

A software named CALMAR has been developed based on the above described models for capacity 
calculations. The model could be used for both under- and over-saturated conditions. CALMAR is 
developed for analysis of complex highway corridors in Sweden and is incorporated in the Swedish 
capacity manual (Trafikverket 2014). The big difference between the manual methods and CALMAR is 
that the computer model deals much better with congested situations. 

CALMAR uses a flow-density curve to describe the speed of the shock wave in a section of motorway, 
i.e. describing an increasing or decreasing queue. CALMAR has been influenced by the FREEVAL model 
(Schroeder et. al. 2010) and contains the same overall methodology models (Transport Research Board 
2010). 

There was a lack of fundamental models to adapt the model for Swedish conditions, namely jam density, 
flow-density relationship for oversaturated conditions, a more generic weaving model with separate entry 
and exit lane flow, influence of lane width, influence of distance to obstacles and entry lane length. 

When the above models had been incorporated and calibrated CALMAR was validated. The validation 
of the model was carried out for three different cases on the E4 freeway south of Stockholm, one accident, 
one vehicle break down and one at oversaturated condition due to high demand flow. Recorded flows from 
the motorway control system (MCS) as well as recorded logs from the automatic incident detection (AID) 
data were used to identify queue increases and decreases. 

Data collection of flows including bottleneck throughput and upstream demand were collected in the 
cases of an incident. The throughput and the upstream flow (demand) on the upstream not affected link 
before the end of the queue were registered for each time step (60 minutes). The throughput flow was used 
as the capacity value in CALMAR, and the demand flow upstream as the segment demand. This was 
repeated for each time step of 60 minutes. 

The result from the validation showed a good fit. For detailed results see Paper II. 
A further development of capacity estimation on motorways has been done by development of a model 

for capacity reduction at roadwork zones at motorway sections. The model is based on data and correction 
factors for different situation-specific roadwork variables from Germany, US and Danish models. The 
model takes into account, closed road shoulder, cross over, reduction of number of lanes, commuter traffic 
< 50 %, length of roadwork zone > 2000 m, lane width and type of roadwork. 

The result from the validation of the two parameters, closed road shoulder and reduction of number of 
lanes exhibited a good fit between the estimated value from the model and the collected empirical data. For 
detailed results of the validation, see Paper IV. 

The results from the field test showed a queue length of 1480 m during the first 20 minutes, when the 
right lane is closed. During the second 20-minute period with closed road shoulder, the queue length was 
410 m. As a validation of the CALMAR model, the queue length during the field test was calculated by 
application of the reduction parameters. The result showed a queue length of 1550 m during the first 20-
minutes period of the test. During the second 20-minute period with closed road shoulder the estimated 
queue length was 450 m (Strömgren et. al. 2015). The validation indicates that the reduction factors 
implemented in CALMAR give a good picture of the effects that occur in connection with a roadwork 
zone. 
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3.4 Capacity in connection to variable speed limits 
 
Effects on capacity in connection with variable speed limits (VSL) are an important issue in the context 

of the incoming roads to the metropolitan regions in Sweden. In 2004 a study was performed in Stockholm 
that showed the mandatory speed limits and higher compliance was needed to get an effect of the MCS 
system with VSL (Nissan 2013). Investigations of effects on flow and density of harmonization by different 
VSL have shown increased throughput and decreased density (Castelan et. al. 2013). A study of real data 
showed that the variance between different days (stochastic effects) could be larger than the effect of VSL 
and the construction of the algorithm probably is of great importance (Papageorgiou 2008). 

An investigation of traffic effects of harmonization with variable mandatory speed limits in combination 
with a queue warning system has been carried out on the E4 motorway south of Stockholm.  

The harmonization settings on E4 south of Stockholm was iteratively designed and ultimately set to 325 
vehicles/5 min and three lanes, which has worked well. The variable speed limit was reduced from 100 kph 
to 80 kph and stabilizes the flow. The harmonization indicates a potential risk of queue to the road users, 
which becomes more prepared if the queue warning is activated further along the road due low speed and 
the risk of sudden braking. 

The main results could be summarized as follows. The maximum throughput was increased by 10% 
after installation of the traffic management system. It is probable that the homogenization contributed a few 
percent to this. The tendency was that the number of situations with capacity breakdown decreased slightly, 
but that their duration was slightly increased due to higher demand flow. The speed variance within each 
lane and in total decreased in proportion to the speed reduction of 7-10 kph when VSL was activated. The 
effect is as expected. It will probably require speed checks if a stronger effect is desired. The speed 
differences between lanes were maintained, but at a lower level. The average speed during rush hour on 
weekdays was increased by 2.5 kph after the installation of the traffic control system, of which 25% is 
assumed to be attributable to the traffic control system. Harmonization delayed the onset of collapse. 
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4. Review and contributions 

4.1  Licentiate thesis (Part II) 
 
Review 
This Licentiate thesis comprises a development of a new micro traffic simulation model for rural 

intersections. It also includes a study of present literature within the area of simulation models, models for 
driver behaviour, model for arrivals, vehicle type and intersection geometry. 

Available simulation models are not adapted to the geometry of Swedish rural intersections. The reason 
for this is that Swedish urban intersections do not have a discrete number of lanes and a certain magazine 
length. In most rural intersections there is no certain length of the magazine. This is a result of lane 
widening (flare) on the minor road at the intersection. The widened lane gives rise to a not specified 
number of lanes depending on driver behaviour and vehicle arrival sequence. 

The hypothesis was that the non-discrete lane description is important when the total interaction delay is 
calculated for an intersection. The aim with the study was to develop a micro simulation model for rural 
intersections with stop- or yield control on the basis of the geometric conditions, able to deal with flared 
approaches. The project comprised only T-intersections with stop- or yield control in rural environment. 

The study of present literature also involved an inventory of simulation software and studies of traffic 
engineering parameters and models. On basis of this, the intersection model was developed incorporating 
both own developed sub models and existing sub models. 

The principle for the geometry model is to determine the wheel-paths that the vehicle follows through 
the intersection. At a certain point the driver has to choose whether he accepts or rejects the given space 
that may arise between queues in the opposite turn direction and the direction that the driver intends to turn. 
This gives a model with a non-discrete number of lanes, the number of lanes and the length of lanes varies 
but not "continuous". A cautious driver or a vehicle with large width prevents that a flared lane will be used 
as two lanes in an early stage of the queue formation. 

A simple simulation model was built; according to the description above, to test the model. The average 
effect of the non-discrete lane description was up to 26.5 % of the total interaction delay. After this 
maximum the share decreases. The reason for this is that the queue spillback up-stream passes the point of 
lane choice. The delay becomes constant. 

A field study was carried out to verify the existing Swedish standard critical gaps, the result and 
empirical data can also be used for calibration and validation. The study was performed in ten intersections 
during the summer of 1998 and 1999, of which six intersections were found useful for the evaluation. The 
flow on the major road varied from 6000 to 8500 AADT. The flow on the minor road varied from 2000 to 
3000 AADT. The relatively low flows gave very few daily time gaps. 

 
Own research contributions  
As a step in method development a comparison between the Maximum-Likelihood method (ML) and 

neural network method was done. It showed that the ML-method provided a better estimate for the critical 
gap.  

It was possible to divide private cars and heavy vehicles into two groups. This resulted in a critical gap 
for left turn movement from minor road, of 7.4 second for private cars and 11.4 seconds for heavy vehicles, 
respectively. The critical time gap for private car corresponds with German results, both studies were 
performed during the same period. 

The development of a model for flared intersections resulted in a model approach and architecture of a 
new type of micro simulation intersection model. 

 

4.2 The PhD thesis (Part III) 
 

4.2.1 Paper I: A model for traffic simulation of flared rural road intersections 

Review 
Paper I (Strömgren et. al. 2015) describes the development of a micro simulation model for flared 

intersection lay-out. The new geometric model has been derived from the standard intersection edge curve 
and is only dependant of a few input parameters. The critical gap parameter used in the model is 
documented in Table 2.5 in chapter 2. In order to investigate the effect of flare a simulation experiment 
with different flare designs was conducted. The result showed a logical delay dependency from the 
combination of major and minor flow.  This gives a possibility to calibrate analytical models, e.g. Capcal 
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(The Swedish standard performance model for intersection) (Olstam et. al. 2010), with more detailed data 
for stop and yield control intersections.  

 
Own research contributions 
The model has been implemented in the Swedish micro simulation model RuTSim which is used to 

estimate basic data for the Swedish Highway Capacity Manual. 

 

4.2.2 Paper II: Analysis of the Weaknesses in the Present Freeway Capacity Models for Sweden 

Review 
Paper II (Strömgren 2011) describes the weaknesses in the previous valid Highway Capacity Manual for 

Sweden (Statens Vägverk 1978). The capacity manual has partly been upgraded during the late 1990th and 
early 2000 (Carlsson et. al. 1998, Carlsson et. al. 2000a, Carlsson et. al. 2000b, Carlsson et. al. 2000c and 
Vägverket 2009). The data collection system STRESS, which is a database that collect flow and speed at 
the Stockholm and Gothenburg freeway system, has been used to estimate new models for jam density, 
which  is a new parameter determined  for Swedish conditions. For mesoscopic simulation the jam density 
is a crucial parameter and has in Sweden so far been a default parameter without calibrated or validated 
value.  The jam density has been developed with the STRESS-data, video recordings and aerial photos.  

 
Own research contributions 
A new model for capacity at weaving segments has been developed. The new model takes into account 

both entry and exit lane flows which gives a capacity estimation that apply more to the variations of the flows 
on entry and exit lanes compared to the former model.   

 

4.2.3 Paper III: Calibration and validation of a Swedish space-time analytical model 

Review 
Paper III (Strömgren 2015) describes calibration and validation of a new developed space-time analytical 

model based upon the FREEVAL-model (Transport Research Board 2010). The present Swedish models do 
not include any models for saturated traffic situations and are only applicable for flow levels below the 
capacity. Research for the German HBS (Brilon et. al. 2008) included development of a model based on 
probability functions for the probability of going from non-saturated to saturated conditions. Another 
approach is to use models with several regimes as the model presented in Hoogendoorn et. al. (2008), or a 
three phase regime model (Kerner et. al. 2007) which has been tested in Sweden by Davidsson (2009). 

There are few studies of narrow sections/lanes impacts on speed and capacity. HCM2010 includes some 
work and there are tests in Sweden with narrow lanes, e.g. at Essingeleden. This question is also related to the 
use of the shoulder as an extra lane e.g. E4 Södertäljevägen. The model needs fundamental flow-density 
relationships as an input, which has not been earlier developed. The data collection system STRESS, which 
is a database that collect flow and speed at the Stockholm and Gothenburg freeway system, has been used 
to estimate a new model for the fundamental flow-density relationship. 

 
Own research contributions 
 A new model for oversaturated conditions on freeway base segments has been developed covering 

flow-density relationships for 15 different types of freeways. The relationships were based upon data 
from urban or rural environmental with different mandatory speed. The validation phase used a new 
method estimating queue length based on historic speed, flow and AID data from the MCS-system. 

 

4.2.4 Paper IV: Capacity reduction at roadwork zone 

Review 
Paper IV (Strömgren et. al. 2016a) presents an investigation of capacity reductions at roadwork zones on 

motorways and a comparison between the Dutch model for computation of capacity reduction 
(Rijkswaterstaat 2011) and a new developed composite Swedish model based on reduction factors from 
Germany (BASt 2011), USA (Lindley et. al. 2004) and Denmark (Vejdirektoratet 2010). The comparison 
shows that the two models, the model from the Netherlands and the new Swedish model, essentially give 
the same results. Based on these results a new model for calculation of the capacity for the remaining 
lane/lanes was developed. The model was verified using throughput measures for three cases during a 
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morning hour and one afternoon hour on the Gothenburg bypass motorway. The capacity was estimated for 
the normal site conditions according to historical traffic flow and speed data. The result shows that the 
empirically estimated capacity reduction confidence interval is consistent with the reduction calculated with 
the new model. In combination with incorporation of the parameters in the CALMAR-model in paper III, 
this gives the possibility to estimate delays and queue length for different road work configurations. 

 
Own research contributions 
Development and validation of a new model for estimation of capacity reduction for different road work 

zone configurations. 
 

4.2.5 Paper V: Harmonization with Variable Speed Limits on Motorways 

Review 
Paper V (Strömgren et. al. 2016b) presents a model for detecting speed drops and implementation of a 

harmonizing algorithm. It also covers an investigation and state-of-the-art description of traffic impacts 
using variable speed limits. 

The study has implemented a full-scale harmonization algorithm in the existing MCS-system at E4 south 
of Stockholm and evaluated the effects. A method to calibrate the speed limit thresholds has been tested 
and using historical MCS-data. A new approach using the Coefficient of Variation of Speed (CVS) shows 
that speed-drops can be detected even before the capacity breakdown or incident has occurred. The CVS 
model has been developed and tested at level at one-minute level using aggregated data. Development of a 
new model at vehicle level should lead to even better performance. Unfortunately this is not possible with 
the existing MTM/2-system. A model with three cooperative algorithms has been developed, but not yet 
tested in the system. The three algorithms are the CVS-algorithm, the tested harmonization algorithm and 
the existing queue warning algorithm in the MTM/2-system. 

 
Own research contributions 
The result of the tests with the new harmonization algorithm provides new knowledge of the 

requirements for a well performing MCS-system, and shows the possibilities of early detection of 
instabilities in flow and speed to reduce accidents and queues. 
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5. Conclusions and Future Research 
 

5.1 Rural intersections 
 
Conclusions:  
Flared intersection approaches give the possibility for simultaneous discharge of left and right turning 

vehicles if the flare is wide enough. This is modelled by a queue passage model that compares individual 
assigned critical passage widths with the available passage width. A gap-acceptance model is used to model 
drivers’ gap search in the major traffic stream. The model also includes a sub-model for drivers’ speed 
adaptation with respect to the intersection curve radius.  

The validation shows that the geometric intersection model with flare correlates well with empirical 
delay data, empirical time in queue and service time. A prediction interval analysis showed that in 16 of 18 
cases the simulated data corresponded with the empirical data when compared. I.e. the average observed 
delay was within the prediction interval of the simulated data. 

The simulation model developed has been utilized to investigate the effect of the flare approaches on the 
delay for vehicles on the minor road. The simulation results show a logical relation between the intersection 
radius and delay, i.e. increased delay with decreasing intersection radius and thus approach width. The 
explanation is that small radii in principle only results in one lane at the yielding line. Large radii on the 
other hand approximately results in two lanes that could handle two private cars in row and queue 
additional two right turning vehicles in row  in the flare. At low major flow levels the results from the 
verification of the model shows no large differentials between three different intersection radii tested. At 
the case with a high major flow the small intersection doesn’t have the capacity and the effect is substantial 
queues with large delays. The two intersections with larger intersection radius still have the ability to 
discharge the approaching vehicles and show smaller delays. 

 
Future research: 
Future research includes further calibration and validation of the intersection model and further 

development in order to handle 4-way intersections and roundabouts. The model could also be extended 
with modelling of the “push” effect, i.e. when drivers on the minor road starts to accept smaller time gaps 
due to few acceptable time gaps in the major stream, due to low speeds and high flows on the major road. 

 

5.2 Motorways 
 
Conclusions:   
The developments of a Swedish space-time model started with determine of motorway jam density (last 

point in the oversaturated regime) the development of a new time-space model begun with analysis of video 
and aerial data. A large number of break downs on the major arterial E4 through Stockholm were studied in 
order to estimate oversaturated regime curves. The jam density was set to 134.5 (pc/km/lane). Additional 
data was collected for congested situations for highways with various speed limits and the number of lanes 
to create fundamental flow-density relationships. This resulted in 15 different flow-density relationships 
used in the Swedish space-time analytical model. 

A model for adjustment of capacity due to gradient has been developed by using methods from HCM 
2010 and HBS. The result is pcu equivalents with regard to gradients for two types of vehicles, truck/bus 
and semitrailer. 

The influence of merging length for entry lanes on capacity has been analysed in several international 
studies leading to the conclusion that the sensitivity on capacity is minor. 

Nearly 100 hours of data from the STRESS system were studied to find 23 break downs in weaving 
sections. The conclusion of the study was a model with three significant variables: entry lane flow, exit lane 
flow and length of the weaving segment. 

The literature review gave no further reason to try to develop the on-ramp capacity model with more 
parameters, e.g. the length of the merging section. 

My development of the Swedish space-time model CALMAR used FREEVAL (Transport Research 
Board 2010) as a background example. Calibration of CALMAR was done by using the Swedish capacity 
model for link, merging, diverging and weaving segments. All other country specific parameters as speed 
limits etc. were set to Swedish conditions. A traffic environmental factor was implemented for rural and 
urban, where urban conditions have an interchange density higher or equal to 0.5 (interchanges/km), and 
rural a density lower to 0.5 (interchanges/km). 
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The model was calibrated for four and six lane freeways with merging or weaving segments. The speed 
limit range was 70 kph to 120 kph in steps of 10 kph covering 15 different types of motorways. The model 
has its limitations. Lane width, shoulder width, distance to obstacles, gradients for ramps and length of 
merging where not taken into account, since no relationship could be found in the empirical data. 

The validation of CALMAR model was carried out for three different cases on the E4 freeway south of 
Stockholm: 1) accident; 2) vehicle break down and 3) oversaturated condition due to high demand flow. 
Recorded flows from the motorway control system (MCS) as well as automatic incident detection (AID) 
data from this system were used to identify queue increases and decreases.  

Detailed data of flows including bottleneck throughput and upstream demand were collected in the 
different cases. The throughput and the upstream flow (demand) on the upstream not affected link before 
the end of the queue were registered for each time step (60 minutes). The throughput flow was used as the 
capacity value in CALMAR, and the demand flow upstream as the segment demand. This was repeated for 
each time step of 60 minutes.  

The result from the validation showed a good fit. The CALMAR model gave an underestimation 
between 0-6 percent compared to the empirical queue length estimation. 

 
The results from the literature review of roadwork zones effects on capacity are sometimes ambiguous, 

the effects of different variables. However, it is possible to distinguish six situation-specific variables that 
are of most importance: 1) percentage of heavy vehicles, 2) type of roadwork, 3) width of the remaining 
lanes and 4) cross over, 5) the time of day with focus on the proportion of commuter traffic (habit-road 
users) and of course, 6) the correction due to the reduced number of lanes. The percentage of heavy 
vehicles have a negative impact on roadwork zone capacity, even type of roadwork, from light rail works to 
very heavy bridge repair has a negative impact on capacity. An increased width of the lane has a positive 
effect on capacity. Cross over is often the part of the roadwork zone that is the bottleneck and therefore is 
of great importance for the capacity. A proportion less than 50 % of commuter traffic gives negative effects 
on the capacity. Also marking and signing before roadwork zone and the shielding between the roadway 
and the roadwork zone to prevent the insight has a positive effect.  

In general there is a lack of knowledge of how the different variables that affect the capacity vary 
between different situations. Various studies (mostly micro-simulations) show that there is a large variance 
of the impact on the capacity of a variable. This means that the impact of variables on capacity is not clear. 
In general, there have been (too) few empirical studies focusing on the differences in capacity caused by 
these situation-specific variables. 

In addition to the Swedish capacity model a model for estimation of capacity reduction at roadworks on 
motorways was developed. It considered relevant influencing factors and is applicable for Swedish traffic 
conditions. Based on the state-of-the-art comparison a model for estimation of capacity reduction on 
Swedish motorways was developed.  

The Dutch model for the calculation of capacity reduction and a the developed Swedish capacity model 
of reduction factors from Germany, US and Denmark gave essentially the same results, only small 
differences were observed. 

The developed model was then validated using results from a field study in Gothenburg where 
throughput was measured in three cases during a morning and afternoon peak hour. The result shows that 
the empirically estimated capacity reduction was in line with the reduction calculated with the new model 
for the specific roadwork designs. This indicates that the model developed is valid for capacity reduction 
estimations for roadworks on Swedish motorways.  

 
A model for detecting speed drops has been developed and an implementation of a speed harmonizing 

algorithm has been done on a motorway south of Stockholm. The conclusion from the literature review is 
that harmonization gives higher throughput. The study performed showed that the harmonization 
marginally increased the capacity with a few percent. The occurrence of congestion (speed below 60 kph) 
due to very heavy traffic (degree of saturation > 0.8) was reduced by 20 %. The traffic conditions became 
somewhat calmer and the speed dispersion in each lane decreases by 20 % at very dense traffic when the 
harmonizing function was activated. The investigated flow harmonization results illustrated speed range 
differences that could be maintained without flow collapse. When queues occur, lanes were more evenly 
used and the speed differences between the lanes decreased with 50 %. Capacity breakdowns often 
occurred later when harmonization was activated. 

 
Future research: 
Future research is needed for the Swedish space-time model regarding calibration and validation of 

queue distribution between main line through flow and the on-ramp flow and studies of the capacity drop at 
oversaturated conditions. Variations in capacity occur day to day dependent on type of drivers, weather etc. 
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In the present Swedish capacity manual it is constant. The research aim should be to estimate the 
distribution using recorded flows and speeds and thereby make it possible to decide the risk for breakdowns 
for a planned road section. 

 
The impact not yet verified roadwork configurations should be continuously studied to improve, 

calibrate and validate the model. This can be done either via the MCS portals available on that particular 
part of the motorway road network or with video recording which can also be used to register traffic flow. 
Based on Table 9 in Paper IV the cross over is expected to be the most important variable that should be 
calibrated and validated in the near future. 

At cross over when entering a roadwork zone, the percentage of trucks, the longitudinal design and 
width (i.e., the lateral deviation of the cross over) is likely to affect capacity. The hypothesis could be that 
parameters play a major role. A first step would be to study a roadwork zone and verify the model proposed 
in this paper. A completion would then be using traffic data to calibrate a micro-simulation model and 
study the flow at different proportions of trucks and geometric design. 

A parameter which according to the literature study has major effects is foreclosure of roadwork zone to 
prevent insight, which in some studies has been shown to result in as much as 10 % increased capacity (Al-
Kaisy et.al. 2003). Before and after studies in a number of roadwork zones could be performed to quantify 
this correction parameter for Swedish conditions. 

Another issue that needs to be studied in more detail is how various roadwork configurations should be 
designed, and what requirements should be set depending on the highest level of flow. This could be 
developed based on calculations with the CALMAR-model, supplemented with delay cost and cost for 
different designs of roadwork zones. 

A further important aspect is to study roadwork zones on other types of roads as oncoming separated 2 + 
1-roads, which are significantly affected by roadwork zones. 

 
Further research of speed harmonization includes development of the CVS algorithm. Further 

development is possible due to the fact that the future MCS system will be register flow at vehicle level. 
Future research should include harmonization of traffic flow in tunnels in the low-speed environment, 

for example 60-80 kph, where there is uncertainty of effects. Harmonization has been shown to have the 
intended effects on busy highways with high speed limits, typically 110-130 kph, but also Södertäljevägen 
with a speed limit of 100 kph.  

The Södertälje motorway traffic management system has been introduced during the same period 
increase of number of lanes. It has therefore been difficult to isolate the effect exclusively from the traffic 
control system. Trimming of the MCS system is planned north of Stockholm. This may be a unique 
opportunity to explore the impact of harmonization with preserved road configuration in general. 

The influence of the frequency of speed surveillance on the impact of harmonization should be explored. 
Automatic speed surveillance has been used in England to enhance harmonization at variable speed limits. 
Compliance has thus become much larger than on Södertäljevägen. 

The cost of MCS systems is relatively high, which restricts their implementation. It may therefore be 
necessary to examine whether the effects will be reduced if an extension of the distance between MCS 
portals is performed. The traffic code in Sweden means that a driver should be able to see the next lane 
signal from the previous portal. 

Another issue that needs to be studied is how autonomous vehicles affect the speed variation, average 
speed, lane change ratio etc. and how to design the MCS system. This may include implementation of new 
AID algorithms and I2V. 
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1. Model for flared intersection 
 
The Licentiate Thesis "Micro-simulation of traffic in rural intersections" was a model developed to 

estimate the performance parameters of a non-discrete model for lane choice in rural intersections with 
curves that can be defined as "Flared". The RuTSim, former VTI rural simulation model (VTIsim), 
simulation model is a model for performance calculation. It can handle 2-lane road, 2+1 road and 4-lane 
roads with different geometric design. RuTSim has been developed over the past 30 years and was in the 
current version a very well calibrated and validated model. The "missing link" in RuTSim was the 
intersection part of the model. Then, the model dealt with vehicles and intersection by "only" adding or 
removing the vehicle at one point on the link. This part of the thesis had the objective to implement a non-
discrete model of the intersection into RuTSim and calibrate and validate the extended model.  

The basic principle was to implement the functions of driver behavior for intersection movements in 
RuTSim. Since the Licentiate thesis was written the model has been changed. The following parts have 
been changed (Tapani 2005): 
• Lanes and tracks 
• Fundamental parts for intersection exist in the model but are not calibrated and validated and 

represents by virtual vertical queues. 
• Car-following model has been changed 
• Time based instead of event based 

 
Most of the problems were addressed in the Licentiate thesis, in which the model development and the 

gathering of empirical data had been made. Since the licentiate thesis was written many large changes had 
been done to the model. Therefore the problem formulation, it is very much simplified and can be described 
as follows:  
• Does the theoretical non-discrete intersection model be adapted (changed) to RuTSim due to 

limitations in the existing system architecture in RuTSim? 
• Does the theoretical non-discrete intersection model been simplified to a moderate 'complex' level 

due to user friendliness? 
• Does the theoretical non-discrete intersection model be simplified to adapt to existing calibration 

and validation data? 
 
The answer to the questions above is that it is possible to implement the theoretical non-discrete 

intersection model into RuTSim with a user friendly input method and use the existing calibration and 
validation data. 

 
The methodology included several steps as follows:  

1. Development of the intersection model 
2. analysis and systems architecture for  implementations of the non-discrete intersection model  
3. generation of program code 
4. Verification of the model 

 
A simple simulation model was built to test the intersection model developed. The result was that the 

model gives an effect of the waiting time at the point of choice of up to 26.5 % of total interaction delay. 
After the maximum rates it declined due to queue has passed the point of choice and a constant waiting in 
the point of choice arises because the delay due to the fact that the queue continues to increase. 

The hypothesis could be said to be correct. Non-discreet lane configurations have considerable effect on 
the overall interaction delay. 

2. Critical-gap model theory 
 
Sight length has a significant impact on the accepted time gap. At short sight length, the length along the 

primary road, the effect of a shorter time gap is accepted because the driver fails to look beyond the 
obstruction. At long sight length, along the primary road is it possible that the driver does an 
underestimation of the time gap. Parallels can be drawn that the accepted time gap when overtaking is less 
of an oncoming vehicle is obscured behind a hill or a curve compared to visible vehicle (Gynnerstedt, 
1994). 
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Varying sight length along the secondary road at mandatory yielding affects the ability to accept a time 
gap. At longer sight distances, the length along the secondary road, Ls, can the accepted time gap be less, 
because more time is given to estimate the time gap on the primary road and a higher speed is kept up over 
a shorter sight distance. 

 
Sight distance, Ls, is measured from the primary road nearest road edge and along the secondary road’s 

left lane edge and the right road edge. Lp is measured from the secondary road's left lane edge and along 
the primary road, see Figure 2.1 and 2.2. 

 

 
 

Figure 2.1.  Visibility at the intersection at restricted visibility, primary road vehicles in the field of 
visibility. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 2.2.  Visibility at the intersection at restricted visibility due to crest or curve, the primary road 
vehicles is outside the field of visibility. 

 
 
Vehicles traveling on a secondary road are preparing to stop under a deceleration that gives the vehicle a 

point where deceleration begins. Only when they are Ls (m) before yielding line where they can catch the 
vehicle on the primary path, begins the search for gaps in the primary road flow. This means that speed 
through the intersection will be lower at short Ls than at long Ls. 

To capture the effect of so-called "pushing" the vehicle reduces the critical time gap at long waiting 
times, the primary road vehicles have to decelerate and let the vehicle in from the secondary road. At lower 
vehicle flows, a similar effect is achieved, with the difference that there is less acceleration of the vehicle 
entering the primary road, by the critical time gap and the acceleration of the vehicle assigned is 
independent. This means that the time taken to implement the turning movement may be greater than the 
required time gap permits due to that the driver has misjudged the vehicle's acceleration capability, and the 
overtaking vehicle must therefore decelerate to a required time slot will occur. Value for critical time gap is 
assigned to each vehicle by a normal distribution, see Figure 2.3. 
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Figure 2.3.  Example of normal distribution function for critical time gap. 
 
 
In the case, the critical time gap for the driver exceeds available sight length the driver accepts in all 

cases, the existing time gap. 
A concept in behavioral science is visual expansion (Llewellyn 1971). This means that the most 

important factor in perceiving an object's speed is its growth in size when it is approaching. This means that 
at long distances and high speeds underestimated growth rates and at short distances and low speeds 
overestimate the growth rate. This means that it is possible to overestimate the time gap in the first case and 
to under estimate the time gap in the second case. With the above reasoning, it means that all drivers be 
given a critical time gap. 

The time parameters used to describe the vehicle relative positioning are the gap time, headway, lag 
time and the follow-up time, see Figure 2.4. 
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Figure 2.4. Explanation of the Gap time, Headway, Lag time and Follow-up time in a space-time chart. 

 

Lag time is the time measured from the time vehicle 1arrives from minor road to the yielding line until 
the time the first major road vehicle passes, in this case vehicles 5, see Figure 2.5. 
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Figure 2.5. Definition of lag time. 
 

Gap time can be described as the time slot between any two consecutive vehicles, from the rear of the 
leading vehicle to the front of the following vehicle. The time measured is the time calculated between two 
successive passages of the two vehicles at the major road, see Figure 2.6. 
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Figure 2.6. Definition of gap time. 

 

Headway is the time gaps between two successive vehicles in the same direction of travel, from the 
front of the following vehicle 5 to the front of the leading vehicle 4, see Figure 2.7. This definition of gap is 
the most used for critical gap analyses with respect to the measurement opportunities for time gaps. 
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Figure 2.7. Definition of headway. 
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Follow-up time is a difference in passage time of a theoretical stop line for vehicles that accepts the 
same time gap, see Figure 2.8. I.e. follow-up is the time interval in which the subsequent vehicles are able 
to drive out on the major road after the vehicle in front. 

 

5 4
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1

Follow-up time

 
 

Figure 2.8. Definition follow–up time. 
 
 
A concept in behavioural science is visual expansion (Llewellyn 1971). This implies that the most 

important factor in perceiving an object's speed is its growth in size when it is approaching. This leads to 
that with long distances and high speeds, drivers will underestimate the growth rate. On the other hand at 
short distances and low speeds, drivers will overestimate the growth rate. This means that it is possible to 
overestimate the time gap in the first case and to under estimate the time gap in the second case. With the 
above reasoning, it would be advisable to use the length of the gap and not the time. However, there is a 
problem, it is to be able to measure this parameter to estimate the actual impact. With the measurements 
available, the current situation is impossible to estimate the critical length of the gap. With the above 
reasoning, it means that the used parameter critical time gap is the one available. 

Sweden, unlike many other countries has different speed limits in rural environments. Therefore there is 
an effect of speed limits on the critical time gap. This is less common in many other countries.  

 

3. Critical-gap analysis 
 
In 2002 a project was finished that involved a new architecture for intersection modelling within the 

Swedish rural micro simulation model RuTSim.  The project also incorporated development of calibration 
empirical data in the form critical gap. This section is a summary of the empirical part (Strömgren 2002) 
and is used in the calibration and validation part of this PhD thesis.  

The measurements were performed on both the major and minor road at several intersections.  The 
selection of intersections was based on the following parameters: 
 • Type of intersection (with and without traffic islands) 
 • Control (mandatory stop or rights of way) 
 • Speed on major road (local or general speed limit) 
 • Speed on minor road (local or general speed limit) 
 • Incoming traffic flow on major road 
 • Incoming traffic flow on minor road 
 

The selection of intersections was primarily based on the Swedish road data bank supplemented by 
information from local road administrations. In Sweden there are about 3900 T- intersections on state 
roads. A first selection included intersections with an incoming flow of more than 5000 vehicles AADT. 
This resulted in 450 T-intersections, over 280 of type A (without traffic island on minor road) or B (with 
traffic island on minor road). After a further selection process the following T-intersections were chosen, 
see Table 3.1. 
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Table 3.1. Data for intersections where measures have been performed. 
 
Nr Place Intersection 

Type 
Speed 
limit11 

Speed 
limit22 

Speed 
limit33 

AADT 11 AADT 22 AADT 33 Major 
flow 

Minor 
flow 

1 Katrineholm B 70 70 70 4880 2090 7540 6210 2090 
2 Karlskrona  B 70 70 70 10070 2550 7100 8585 2550 
3 Morup A 70 70 70 4220 1230 7060 5640 1230 
4 Tvååker A 70 70 70 6130 2420 4270 5200 2420 
5 Grästorp B 90 70 90 7840 2210 10420 9130 2210 
6 Sjuntorp C 90 70 90 6870 2140 6870 8310 2140 
7 Askersund B 90 70 90 6910 2960 5010 5960 2960 
8 Hallsberg B 90 90 90 5460 2370 7390 6425 2370 
9 Dingtuna4 B 90 70 90 6970 2280 5430 6200 2280 

10 Kungsör B 90 90 90 6750 2460 9080 7915 2460 
11 Kvinnerstad B 90 50 90 6900 2420 4460 8500 2670 

1) Major road 
2) Minor road 
3) Major road 
4) The only intersection with yielding all others is stop regulated. 
 
A visual inspection of each site was performed before starting the survey to see if there was enough 

space to install the survey equipment, and if the sight length was sufficient. 
During the field measurement it was concluded that four of the intersections were not possible to 

analyse due to too low minor traffic flows (incorrect data in the Swedish road database). 
The main observed area was from the intersection and about 50 meters out on the primary and 

secondary roads in each direction. The equipment used was a 15 meter high mast mounted on a Support 
Stand with a remote camera. Monitor and tape recorders were in the wagon powered by batteries and power 
supply units. To register time gaps between vehicles and speeds on the primary road, pneumatic detectors 
were used, see Figure 3.1. At minor road the incoming vehicles were detected by use of pneumatic 
detectors. 

The files have been corrected for double counting of detected axles which occurred randomly. The logs 
have also been corrected for time jumps, i.e. that the time jumps back resulting in a negative time gap 
between two axles.  

 
 

Figure 3.1. Configuration of the equipment for field measurement. 
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Presently there are more than 30 different methods for estimation of critical time gaps based on 

empirical data. According to an evaluation of different methods to estimate critical time gaps, a method 
developed by Miller (Miller 1972) or a method developed by Hewitt (Hewitt 1983 and 1988) are 
recommended for practical use (Kyte 1997).  

Brilon’s and Troutbeck’s study (Brilon et. al. 1997) included 10 different methods of estimating the 
mean value of the critical time gap, Lc. Maximum Likelihood-method gave the smallest differences 
between the calculated average value and the "true" simulated mean value. The standard deviation was also 
smaller. The likelihood, P*, that the critical time gap is between Lri, largest rejected time gap, and Lai, 
accepted time gap, given by F(Lai) - F(Lri). The probability that in a sample of n vehicles from minor road 
exist the maximum rejected time gap and accepted time gap according to Lai and Lri (see Figure 3.2) are: 

      
 

 (1) 
 
The logarithm of the probability P * is given by: 

 
 

 (2) 
 

 

 
 

Figure 3.2. The distribution for the largest rejected time gap FLri(t), critical time gap FLci(t), and accepted 
time gap FLai(t) of a driver population. 

 
 
The critical time gap can be defined as the intercept between the probability distribution for the 

accepted time gap and the probability distribution of rejected time gap. The critical time gap dilemma arises 
in the zone where the probability is almost as likely that the time gap is accepted as it is rejected, see Figure 
3.3. 
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Figure 3.3. Definition of critical time gap.  
 

 
The minimum acceptable time gap is impossible to measure by studies in an intersection, because a 

driver, who accepts a time gap, could have accepted a smaller time gap had it appeared instead of the 
current time gap. Therefore, both accepted and rejected time gap have to be measured to make it possible to 
calculate the critical time gap. 

If a continuous queue on the minor road appeared, the Siegloch method (Siegloch 1973) is the best 
choice, but since no longer queue periods have been registered, the Maximum-Likelihood (ML) method 
used was Troutbeck (1992) for estimation of the critical time gap for each intersection. 

This method uses the accepted time gap and the maximum rejected time gap. In the ML-method used 
the inconsistent behaviour is not taken into account (Miller 1972). This is done by having the largest 
rejected and the accepted time gap change place in the ML-estimation. 

When analysing the data it is therefore required to register all rejected and accepted gaps. Adjustments 
have also been done regarding time gap definition by rejection of all accepted time gaps longer than the 
longest rejected time gap for the site. 

This gives the result that accepted time gaps larger than the largest rejected time gap are not considered 
to be time gaps. This leads to a reduction in the number of accepted time gaps to be used in the analysis, in 
this case it is reduced from 508 to 261 accepted gaps. 

Only accepted and rejected gaps of left turning vehicles from the minor road into the major road have 
been studied. The reason for this is that the selected intersections had to low traffic volumes in right turning 
movement from the minor road into the major road, and left turning movement from major road into minor 
road. The number of measured accepted gaps for these turning movements was thus too few. 

The large variety of methods to determine the critical time gap indicates the difficulty of this problem. 
Several studies based on simulation data show that the Maximum-Likelihood method (ML) provides good 
estimates of the critical time gap. A comparison between the ML method and a neural network method for 
calculating the critical time gap by means of simulated values for accepted and rejected time gap has been 
done. The comparison was based on 500 randomly drivers selected from a normal distribution with mean 
value of the critical time gap of 9.760 s and variance 1.725. After simulating their arrival at an intersection 
their rejected and accepted gaps were recorded. These were then used to estimate the critical time gap 
according to the ML method and neural network method. The result showed that the ML-method provided 
a slightly better estimate than the neural network method, see Table 3.2. 
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Table 3.2. Results from comparison between the Maximum Likelihood-method and neural network method. 

 
Model Critical time gap (sec) Variance 

Value by micro simulation 9.760 1.725 
ML-method 9.699 1.804 
Neural network method 9.688 1.483 
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4. Results of critical-gap analysis 
 
The field data were analysed according to the ML-method. Estimation of vehicle type, speed and arrival 

time was done with the API software (Archer 2001) which interprets the data from each vehicle passing by 
pairing the signals from two sensors. The files were corrected for double counting of detected axles, this 
error occurred randomly. 

Accepted or rejected time gaps for the vehicles on the minor road were recorded with a keypad terminal 
in connection with analyse of the video. The result of the analysis is shown in Table 4.1.  
 
 
Table 4.1. Output data from the Maximum Likelihood-analysis for left turn movement from minor road to 

major road.  
 

Intersection Vehicle 
type 

Major road 
speed limit 

Critical 
time gap 
(sec) 

Variance Likelihood Nr. of 
used time 
gaps 

Nr. of 
registered 
time gaps 

Askersund Pc1) 90 8.36 0.22 21.85 21 41 
Karlskrona Pc 70 7.04 0.06 40.17 64 129 
Hallsberg Pc 90 8.80 0.10 35.02 52 73 
Dingtuna Pc 90 5.50 0.13 26.40 21 73 
Kvinnerstad Pc 90 6.65 0.04 49.68 65 159 
Tvååker Pc 70 8.31 0.28 19.10 26 33 
Total Pc1 Pc - 7.04 0.02 223.42 253 508 
Total Pc2 (excl. 
Dingtuna) 

Pc - 7.37 0.02 172.68 228 508 

Total Pc3 (excl. Dingtuna 
& Askersund) 

Pc - 7.36 0.02 172.68 207 508 

Total Hv Hv2) - 11.39 0.62 5.15 17 30 
1) Private car 
2) Heavy vehicle 
 
Four different parameter results have been analysed, Pc1 all gaps for private cars, Pc2 all gaps for 

private car except for Dingtuna that is yield regulated, Pc3 all gaps for private car except for Dingtuna and 
Askersund that had few gaps and a low Likelihood, all gaps for heavy vehicles. Pc2 and Pc3 gave almost 
the same value 7.36 and 7.37 seconds. 

Based on the hypothesis that the value for the critical time gap decreases about 0.1 s per decade 
(Niittymäki 1996) the results seems reasonable when subtracting 0.2 seconds from 7.5 seconds (see Table  
for the period from 1980 to 1999 as it comes to some 7.3 seconds and the result was 7.36 seconds. The 
critical time gap for Germany 1998 was 7.4 seconds. 

Estimation in form of multiple regression of experimental data with the following explanatory variables 
width of major road, type of regulation (mandatory stop or yielding), type of intersection and flow on major 
road were tested. The result is a model including the variables type of regulation and major road flow. The 
resulting linear model for the impact of road characteristics on the mean critical time gap is shown below:  

 
 (3)  

   
where: 

 = Critical time gap (s) 
 = Traffic flow major road (AADT) 

 = Stop (1) or yielding (2) 
 

The regression gives an adjusted R2-value = 0.885. Note that an F-test at 0.95-level gives an F-value of 
20.27 and F-critical 4.95. i.e. the regression equation is useful for calculation of the critical time gap. A t-
test at 0.95-level of each of the regression parameters gave the following results: 
 

: T-value of 3.989 and t-critical 2.015, i.e. significant 
: T-value of 5.578 and t-critical 2.015, i.e. significant 
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The contribution of the major road flow is relative high with -0.4 seconds per 1000 vph in less critical 
gap. The regulation gives a 3 seconds reduction in critical gap for yielding situations. The flow gives a 
decreasing critical time gap with increased flow. This seems natural since time gaps are becoming fewer 
and shorter. This forces the driver to accept a shorter time gap to ever enter the major road. Since the 
empirical data ranging between about 5000-9000 AADT values  above this range may be a little uncertain. 
A threshold is of course when a driver does not even enter the major road into a small time gap. 

A test with width of road and type of intersection shows that they give no contribution to the model. 
The reason could be that the width of the intersection varies between 9.5 and 11.5, which is a small span. 
Type of intersections was mostly determined by a traffic island on the secondary road. 

A normal distribution for critical time gap applied on the empirical data gave the result in Figure 4.1. 
 

 
 

Figure 4.1.  Observed cumulative plots for the normal distribution of critical time gap (Strömgren 2002). 
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